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ABOUT THE FRONT COVER
The front cover depicts the results of an Eagle Scout Project completed by
Adam Hatch ofBoy Scout Troop #52 of Danbury. The following is a condensed
version of his final report.
The project I planned was to make "Welcome to Danbury" signs for the
three entrances into town. Many ofthe larger towns were putting up welcome
signs, and I thought it would be nice for Danbury to have them as well. I
thought that putting daffodils on them would be a nice way ofhonoring Mrs.
Ogmundson and the school children for all their hard work in planting
daffodils all over town. Mrs. Ogmundson was a third grade teacher in
Danbury who encouraged the school children to strive to make their town
more beautiful.
The idea of this project was to show a community spirit of hospitality. I
discussed the project with my Scoutmaster on the eleventh of February and
with Donna Sprague, the committee service chairperson, the same night and
both agreed it was a good idea.
I planned on using plywood, 2x4's and 4x4's to build the signs. Bob
Wason agreed to do the work to build the signs. Kathleen Girona would paint
the flowers on the signs and my troop would help to put them up. The only
time schedule Ihad was tofinish them before I was too oldfor Scouts. The only
safety hazard I could think of would be injuries due to the woodworking
machinery. To minimize that risk I let Bob Wason, who is an experienced
carpenter, handle the machinery.
The project was started on July 23rd and completed on October 7, 1999.
The total cost for the project was $237.44. The Alexandria Power Plant
donated theflatstock neededfor the project and three tenfoot pine planks and
post tops were donated by others. I spent a total oftwelve hours planning and
twenty-three hours of work, and volunteers donated a total of sixty-three
hours. These volunteers included my parents. Bob Wason, Kathleen Girona,
Ryan Haynes, Mike Maines, Eric Maines, Richard Maines, Brian MacKay
and Joshua Hatch.
The biggest thing I learned while doing this project is that you can't
always plan on things happening exactly when people say they will do things.
The time schedule has to be kept real flexible to fit into everyone else's
schedules. Things didn 't always get done exactly when I though they would,
but they did get done.
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1999 SELECTMEN'S REPORT
On April 29, 1999, Governor Shaheen signed H.B. 117 which created a new
mechanism for funding education. This law has impacted our budget in two
ways. First, our tax rate went from $30.75 per thousand in 1998 to $25.92 per
thousand in 1999, thus reducing our property taxes. Second, the legislature
ordered the Department of Revenue Administration (DRA) to evaluate how
each city and town assesses property and requiresDRA to make recommenda-
tions for improving local assessment practices where needed. In late Decem-
ber, DRA spent several days reviewing Danbury's property record cards and
noted that there were significant problems with our assessment practices.
Several suggestions were made as to how these problems could be addressed.
After carefully reviewing all options, the Selectmen have concluded that doing
a complete revaluation of all properties would be the most feasible one for the
town. Therefore, at town meeting you will be asked to approve a warrant article
establishing a capital reserve fund for property appraisal, as well as an article
requesting that $10,000.00 be placed into that fund. In the following year, you
will be asked to fully fund a town-wide revaluation.
There were several other events which occurred in 1999 that will impact
our tax rate. Last fall, the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Association voted to
assess each member community $22,200.00 in support of a new communica-
tions facility. After numerous meetings, the Selectmen have determined that it
is in the best interest of Danbury to remain in the Lakes Region Association for
the foreseeable future. Therefore, you will be asked to approve a warrant article
at town meeting in support of this activity.
Through the summer and early fall, we experienced significant problems
with the well that supplies both the community center and town hall. In spite
of many efforts, we were unable to effectively eliminate bacteria from the
water. Since the quality of the existing water presents a significant health and
safety hazard, we have concluded that digging a new well is our only viable
option. Please note that within the General Government Buildings account,
$10,000.00 has been added for an artesian well.
At last year's town meeting. Article 13, purchase of a new Highway truck,
was passed over because the adoption of Article 12, building of a new Highway
garage, was approved. This year we are asking voters to approve the purchase
of a new Highway truck.
In 1995 the town paid for an Inventory and Assessment of Road Surfaces
conducted by the University of New Hampshire. Its purpose was to evaluate
the condition of our major roads, provide alternatives for road repair and
prioritize road construction projects. North Road and Walker Brook Road are
considered as priority projects. In his budget request, the road agent is asking
for $33,500.00 for majorworkon North Road. The Selectmen have also included
on the warrant, a request to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 for
renovation of Walker Brook Road. If approved, this project will be sent out for
bid. Also, the Selectmen are considering asking the town to set aside a similar
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amount of money in future years for special road construction projects.
Please note that the Selectmen have not recommended any increase in the
Police Department budget for 2000. In 1996, the Police Chiefrecommended and
the citizens approved a warrant article to fund a professional management
review of the Danbury Police Department. This review was to be conducted by
theNH Association of Chiefs of Police. This review was not done . In the last two
years, this Board and the Budget Committee were promised time and again that
a thorough evaluation of the Danbury Police Department would be conducted
in order to provide us with information that we could use for long-range
planning purposes and budget projection. The review was not done . Therefore,
the selectmen have taken a position that no increases in the Police Department
budget should be approved until the requested review is completed. Please
further note that an article has been placed on the warrant to address this
problem.
The Selectmen are supporting the increased assessment for Ambulance
Services from $5,070.00 in 1999 to $20,728.00 in 2000. Although the town is not
required to provide this service, we believe that not providing ambulance
services would jeopardize the safety of our citizens. However, the selectmen
are also attempting to seek other funds to help underwrite these costs. Further,
we have been asked to participate on Bristol's study committee to review and
evaluate the future of ambulance services to our community.
There were many other activities which occurred in town to make 1999 a
most memorable year:
the rebuilding of the ball field at Independence Park;
the purchase of a new Fast Squad vehicle, thanks to our Fire Department;
breaking ground on the new Highway Garage;
the opening of a new 18-hole championship golf course at Ragged Moun-
tain;
another very successful summer recreation program;
the adoption of public assistance policies and personnel regulations;
Converting the Town Clerk and Tax Collector's positions to salary only,
without fees;
Converting the Road Agent and Administrative Assistant positions from
hourly to salary;
the adoption of junkyard policies and procedures;
the perambulation of the town lines between Danbury and WUmot and Dan-
bury and Grafton (with sincere thanks to Andy Phelps and Ed Roche); and,
• the resolution of a boundary location problem between Danbury and Hill.
In ending our report for 1999, the Selectmen wish to recognize the
following individuals and groups for their ongoing efforts to make Danbury
a wonderful place to live and raise a family: Our town employees; past and
present members of the Planning Board, Budget Committee, Recreation
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Department and Boards of Selectmen; the Danbury Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment; Blazing Star Grange; Lee Knapp American Legion; business leaders;
local churches; "Welcome to Danbury" sign maker, Adam Hatch; the staff
members of the Danbury Workshop and Noel Phelps for his work on the
stone walls.
There is, however, one person that deserves additional recognition:
If you want to see this man sitting down, you'd better look quick.. ..it
doesn't happen often. It is more likely that he is building a rock wall, cutting
grass, chopping wood, assisting the elderly, making repairs (gratis) at Town
Hall or umpiring one of his many ball games.
He has been a teacher for over thirty years and a member of the Danbury
Volunteer Fire Department for as long as anyone can remember. He is the
Cemetery Sexton, the Danbury Emergency Management Director, a past
Selectman and a past Budget Committee Member. He is the father of three and
grandfather of two, the latter being probably his favorite job.
Too few times do we have the opportunity to publicly recognize someone
while they are still around to hear it. So to you, Andy Phelps, Danbury says:
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1999 DANBURY TOWN MEETING MINUTES
Tuesday, March 9, 1999 polls were open from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the
Town Hall for Election of Town Officers, and for the Newfound Area School
District Officers and Official Warrant Ballot.
Town Meeting Reconvened ForThe Business Meeting on Thursday, March
11, 1998 at 7:00 p.m. at the Town Hall to vote on the posted warrant.
Meeting was called to order by Moderator, Matthew Denton. Outgoing
Selectman James Phelps was introduced and in an unusual opening asked the
gathering to join in singing "Happy Birthday" to the Town Clerk. This was
followed by the salute to the flag and introduction of those seated at the tables
including the Selectmen, Town Clerk, and Budget Committee Members.
Moderator's Rules for the meeting were announced as follows:
One must be recognized by Moderator before speaking.
One person at a time will have the floor.
All debate must go through the Moderator, no debate between or among
individuals.
No personal attacks.
No disorderly conduct or foul language.
The procedure for the meeting will be:
Moderator will read each article as it comes up.
Either a motion to adopt or to object to consideration of an article will be
made from the floor before any debate begins. Ifyou object to consideration
of an article, the vote will be called immediately on whether the assembly
will consider the article or not. This will eliminate the possibility of a
negative vote being passed for a positive intent.
• Please state your name before speaking on an article.
• Any amendments are to be offered in writing. An amendment will be voted
on as it comes up, only one amendmenton the floor at a time. At the conclusion
of the discussion, the Moderator will read the article again, as amended, to be
sure everyone understands what is being voted upon, then we wiU vote.
Those warrant articles requiring a two-thirds majority will be voted by
secret ballot. Other articles will be decided by simple majority, a tie vote
will defeat an article.
1. To vote on all items appearing on the official ballot.
Moderator, Matthew Denton, announced the results of Tuesday's voting:
There were 281 voters, a 44% turnout of the 643 voters on the checklist. The
following Town Officers were elected:
Selectman, 3 yrs Alfred S. "Duke" Reed
Moderator, 1 yr Matthew L. Denton
Treasurer, 1 yr Christie Phelps
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Tax Collector, 1 yr Sylvia Hill
Town Clerk, 1 yr Sylvia Hill
Road Agent, 1 yr Ricky L. Moran
Chief of Police, 1 yr Steve Corsetti
Auditor, 1 yr Leo Zaccaria
Auditor, 1 yr Gilda Demers
Cemetery Trustee, 3 yrs Timothy R. Martin
Library Trustee, 3 yrs Anna Tanguay
Mun. Budget Committee, 3 yrs Jon C. Schurger
Mun. Budget Committee, 3 yrs William Egge
Planning Board Member, 3 yrs Jon C. Schurger
Planning Board Member, 3 yrs Deborah L. Phelps
Recreation Committee Member, 2 yrs Mark Phelps
Recreation Committee Member, 3 yrs Mark Phelps
Recreation Committee Member, 3 yrs Dale Cook
Trustee of Trust Funds, 2 yrs Deb DeSantis
Trustee of Trust Funds, 3 yrs Deb DeSantis
Referendum #1: Are you in favor of the adoption of the Land Use Ordi-
nance as proposed by the Planning Board dated January 26, 1999 revised to
include recommendations made at the Public Hearing on January 26, 1999?
109 - Yes 137 - No Referendum Failed.
Newfound School District Officers: Dan^wn/ Newfound District
School Board—Bristol Jeffrey Shackett Ernest R. Duncan
School Board—New Hampton Cynthia A. Bruning Cynthia A.
Bruning
School Budget—Bristol Elizabeth Mattson Elizabeth Mattson
School Budget—New Hampton Nathaniel Sawyer Nathaniel Sawyer
School District Moderator Edward M. Gordon Edward M.
Gordon
The Newfound School District Warrant was approved district-wide with
the exceptions of Article 2, Capital Improvements for SAU office and Article 8,
Repeal of RSA 40:13, voting by official ballot on all school district issues. In
addition, Danbury's voters did not support Article 5, NATA Agreement
(teacher's salaries and benefits); Article 6, Authorization for a Special Meeting
if Article 5 had not passed; and Article 10, Operating Budget, which would
have reverted to last year's amount if not passed. Articles 5, 6 & 10 did pass in
the overall district.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $551,370.00
which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special
or individual articles to be addressed. (Recommended by Budget Commit-
tee-$551,370.00; recommended by Selectmen-$540,885.00).
(1 ) Motion made to amend by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jean Corsetti, the
line item. Equipment Purchase, under the Board of Selectmen (Executive),
(increase) by $1,895. This would make possible the purchase of a recondi-
tioned Xerox copy machine. The line item would then total $4,245.00.
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Amendment passed.
(2) Motion made by Sylvia Hill, seconded by James Phelps, to increase
Election & Registration by $75.00 for Town Clerk, Computer Support.
Amendment passed.
(3) Motion made by Sylvia Hill, seconded by James Phelps, to increase
Financial Admin, by $742.00 forComputer Support, Tax Collector. Amend-
ment passed.
(4) Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jim Phelps, to increase the
line item. Health Insurance, under Personnel Administration by $350.00.
The new total for this line item would be $9,150, Personnel Administration
becomes $22,504. This increase is made necessary due to the April renewal
rates received for the Town. Amendment passed.
Article Two Passed as Amended, Total $554,432.
3. Polling hours in the Town of Danbury are now 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Shall
we place a question on the State election ballot to change polling hours so
that polls shall open at 11:00 a.m. and close at 7:00 p.m. for all regular State
elections beginning in the year 2000.
Motion made by James Phelps, seconded by Dot McGonnigal. Passed.
4. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Fire Department Radio Equip-
ment Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of replacing current low-band
radio equipment with high-band units in order to facilitate inter-depart-
mental communication with Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid.
Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jon Schurger. Passed.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of $5,000.00
to be placed in the Fire Department Radio Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jim Phelps. Passed.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
for the purchase of a used rescue vehicle for use by the Danbury Fast Squad
and to raise $7,500.00by taxation and to issue a short-term note for a period
of one year in the amount of $7,500.00 and to authorize the Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such note and to determine the rate of interest thereon.
(Recommended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jim Phelps. Motion made by
James Phelps, seconded by Mark Phelps, to amend wording for clarifica-
tion as follows:
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000
for the purchase of a used rescue vehicle for useby theDanbury Fast Squad:
$7,500 to be raised by taxation, and a short-term note for a period of one
year to be issued in the amount of $7,500, and to authorize the Selectmen
to issue and negotiate such note and to determine the rate of interest
thereon."
Amendment passed. Article 6 passed as amended.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
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to be placed in the Records Preservation Capital Reserve Account. (Recom-
mended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jon Schurger. Passed.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,410.00
to pay for the preparation of the Soil Overlay and Aquifer maps from
Cartographic Associates. (Soils-$2,035.00, Acquifer-$1,375.00) (Recom-
mended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Calvin Opitz, seconded by Nancy Reed, Passed.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for
the removal of an underground fuel storage tank at the Highway Garage.
(Recommended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Andy Phelps, seconded by John Lavorgna. Passed.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,500.00
for the purchase of a new fuel storage tank and containment center for the
Highway Garage. (2,000 gallon tank w/high volume pump, portable
containment centerw / roof). (Recommended by Selectmen; recommended
by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Jim Phelps, seconded by Jon Schurger. Passed.
11 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
for the purpose of monitoring equipment and testing at the Highway
Garage. (The Town will cover the first $5,000.00 of this cost and will receive
a reimbursement of between 98-100% on the remaining costs). (Recom-
mended by Selectmen; recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion made by Jim Phelps, seconded by Christie Phelps. Passed.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,000.00
to build a new Highway Garage. $10,000.00 to be raised by taxation and
$90,000.00 to be raised by issuing a long-term note for a period of ten years,
and to authorize the selectmen to issue and negotiate such note and to
determine the rate of interest thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen;
recommended by Budget Committee) V?, ballot vote required. Motion
made by Jim Phelps, seconded by Mark Phelps.
Ballot Votes = Yes - 59 No - 2 Article 12 Passed.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000.00
for purchase of a new Highway Truck. $1 0,000.00 to be withdrawn from the
Capital Reserve Account, $10,000.00 to be raised by taxation and to issue a
long-term note in the amount of $50,000.00 for a period of five years and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such note and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen; recommended
by Budget Committee) Two-thirds ballot vote required.
Motion made by Steve Gordon, seconded by Jean Corsetti to object to
consideration of the article. Motion carried.
Article 13 was Killed.
14. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the road formerly known as
Marino Drive which starts just off Roy Ford Road where it intersects with
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Route 4 and continues South approximately 400 feet to where it now ends.
This passes by propertynow owned by Douglas Cross. This would be done
as provided for in RSA 231:43.
Motion made to adopt by Christopher Euerle, seconded by Christie
Phelps. Passed.
15. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Motion madeby Andy Phelps, secondedby Nancy Buebendorf, to have the
Town Secretary send a letter to the Postal Service recommending that Dennis
Phelps be Postmaster in Danbury and Jessica Martin be the carrier for the
Danbury Rural Route, following a tradition of resident postmasters. Passed.
A report was givenby Steve Gordon regarding Article 6 in the 1998 Warrant
regarding the Employee Salary and Benefits Plan. Some work has been com-
pleted and recommendations were included in the current budget, however,
an overall proposal has not been completed. The committee will continue to
meet during the coming year and plans to have a presentation for 2000.
Motion made by Eddie Luke Phelps (not seconded), that all businesses be
allowed to dispose of one pickup load of waste each day the transfer station is
open (two per week). After a great deal of discussion on the issue, it was
determined by the Moderator that this was not an allowable motion under
Article 15, and it was withdrawn by the presenter.
Motion made to adjourn by Steve Corsetti, seconded by Jon Schurger.
Passed.
DANBURY'S 1999 TOWN MEETING ADJOURNED AT 10:25 p.m.
The above is a certified copy of the minutes of Danbury' s 1999 Annual
Town Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Sylvia Hill, Town Clerk
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Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Assessment
Net Local School Assessment
Net State School Assessment
County Tax Assessment
Total of Town, School and County
Add War Service Credits /Overlay





















PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Valuation-State ($46,000) x Tax Rate ($6.98) = $321,085.00
Valuation-All Other Taxes ($47,053,081) x Tax Rate ($18.94) - $891,180.00
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Year Ending December 31, 1999
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SUMMARY OF TRUST FUNDS ACCOUNTS
as of December 31, 1999
COMMON TRUST - CEMETERIES
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Year Ending December 31, 1999
Remitted to Treasurer
Received from Town Clerk 114,147.89
Received from Tax Collector 1,349,937.70
Received from State of NH Highway Grant 101,063.44
Received from State of NH School Grant 12,000.00
Received from State of NH Shared Revenue 10,089.64
Received from State of NH Rooms & Meals 18,035.11
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds 1,650.00
Other Income received from Selectmen,
other departments and misc. revenues 18,158.92
Received from Long-term Notes 97,500.00
Received from Tax Anticipation Notes 430,000.00
Total Income $2,152,582.70*
Cash on Hand 1/1/99 $ 222,478.16
Total Available $2,375,060.86
Expenditures ($2,177,300.73)
Cash on Hand December 31, 1999 $ 197,760.13
The balance of 1/1/99 is an audited balance. The 1998 Town Report stated an ending
balance of$215,552.12 (pg. 22). There were several deposits made in the first weekof
January 1999 that should have been included in 1998. The 1/1/99 audited balance
above is true and correct. Notification was made to the Department of Revenue
Administration indicating the correction.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1999
1/1/99-12/31/99
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT












I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best ofmy
knowledge.
Sylvia Hill, Town Clerk
1,473
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DANBURY BUDGET COMMITTEE
1999 Annual Report
It is the goal of the Danbury Budget Committee to present the residents
with a budget that reflects the type of community in which they wish to Uve.
We hope we have accompHshed this goal.
The Committee has spent a considerable number of hours over the past
year reviewing the 1999 expenditures and 2000 budget requests from each
department. The Committee met with the department heads for clarification on
their expenditures and requests, and with the Selectmen to discuss their
recommendations. A public hearing was held on February 12 to receive
comments on the proposed 2000 budget. The Danbury Budget Committee has
made every attempt to consider the needs of each department, the direction in
which we think the residents wish the town to proceed, as well as the resources
that are available, and hope that you will support our recommendations at
Town Meeting.
We have encouraged the Selectmen to continue in their efforts to apply for
Federal Grant money to help defray some costs in the future where it is feasible.
All citizens are urged to alert the Selectmen and Budget Committee members
to any grants of which they become aware.
The Danbury Budget Committee holds regular meetings each month,
April through September with additional meetings October through February.
Dates for the meetings are posted at the Town Hall. These meetings are open
to the public and your attendance and input is encouraged.
We appreciate having the opportunity to serve the community. If you have
any questions regarding our recommendations, please feel free to contact any
member of the committee.
Jean Corsetti, Chairman Don Buebendorf, Secretary
Carl Huard Carol Macuch*, Secretary Pro tem
John Pulhorn* Jon Schurger
Christopher Braley** William Egge**
James Larkin, Ex-Officio
^Appointed **Resigned
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SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
RSA 32:18, 19 & 32:21
Total amount recommended by Budget Committee $ 869,186
Less Exclusions:
Principal, Long-term Bonds and Notes $ 43,500
Interest, Long-term Bonds and Notes 8,800
Capital Outlays, Funded from
Long-term Bonds Notes 65,000
TOTAL EXCLUSIONS $ 117,300
Amount Recommended less
Recommended Exclusion Amounts $ 751,886
Line 7 times 10% $ 75,189
AUDITOR'S REPORT
I certify that I have examined the accounts of the Treasurer, Town Clerk,
Tax Collector, Selectmen, Trustees of the Library and Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the fiscal year 1999. 1 have found the same tobe correctly cast and well
vouched. The results of my audit will be forwarded to the State as required.
1 would encourage anyone who has an interest to request to be written in
for the second audit position, or to let the selectmen know that you are willing
to serve in this capacity.
Leo Zaccaria
Auditor
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SCHEDULE OF LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Purpose Principal 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Loader $60,000 15,0
Cruiser 18,200 9,1















9,000 9,000 9,000 9,0





Danbury Fire Department Building
Ruel Ford Lot, beside Fire Dept.
Old Highway Garage (lot & bldg.)
Public Boat Landing-Waukeena Lake
Railroad Land (so called). High Street
Town Equipment, Furniture, Vehicles
including Police, Hwy., Fire, Town Hall
Independence Park, North Road
Josephine Marino, Lot C24, Echo Glen
School Pond Lot, Sheldon Road




Ragged Mtn Lots 32 & 33,
Deckman's Road
Bog Bridge Lot, Elmwood Park
Roller House Lot
Reynolds Lot, Route 4
Clarence Williams Lot, Sheldon Road
School Pond Lot - Sheldon Road
Smith River West, Lot 3
(new Highway Garage site)
Echo Glen, Entrance Lot
Drop Anchor Realty Lot,
Deer Run Park #9
Drop Anchor Realty Lot,
Waukeena Lake Rd.
Anthony Sciucco,
Greenhouse Lot, Route 4
Total Town-owned Property
icres
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GEORGE GAMBLE LIBRARY REPORT
Summer Hours: Wednesdays 6-8 p.m.; Saturdays 12-4 p.m.
Winter Hours: Saturday 12-4 p.m.
Librarian: Dorothy McGonnigal
Trustees: Anna Tanguay, Mary Quinn and Phyllis Wiggin
Library Circulation for the year was 2508 for Adult and Children's books.
Sincere thanks go to the following people who have helped keep our
library and its surroundings in tip-top condition: Andy Phelps, Frank Quinn,
Mike Barnett and Jon Schurger.
GEORGE GAMBLE LIBRARY - Budget
Library Income
Balance - January 1, 1999
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DANBURY TOWN WARRANT
The polls will be open from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Danbury in the County of Merrimack in the
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Danbury on Tuesday,
the 14th of March next, at eleven a.m. of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following issues:
1. To vote on all items appearing in the official ballot.
Town Meeting to reconvene with
Business Meeting, Thursday, March 16, 2000 at 7:00 p.m.
at the Danbury Town Hall.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $655,136.00 which
represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special or individual
articles to be addressed. (Recommended by Budget Committee $655,136.00; recom-
mended by Selertmen $633,903.00.)
3. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Property Assessment Capital Reserve Fund
and authorize theSelectmen to disburse fundswithout further action atTownMeeting
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in this fund.
(Recommended by Budget Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
4. To see iftheTown willvote to raiseand appropriate thesum of$22,200.00asDanbur/s
share of the relocation of the Lakes Region Mutual Aid facility. (Recommended by
Budget Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
5. To see iftheTown will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $80,000.00 for
the purchase of a new, fully-equipped truck to be used by the Highway Department.
The vehicle is tobe paid for in the following manner: $10,000.00 tobe withdrawn from
the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund; $5,000.00 to be raisedby taxation and
to issue a long-term note in the amount of $65,000.00 for a period of five years and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such note and to determine the rate of
interest thereon. Two-thirds Ballot Vote required. (Recommended by Budget Com-
mittee; recommended by Selectmen.)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed
in the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 for the
restoration of Walker Brook Road. (Recommended by Budget Committee; recom-
mended by Selectmen.)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for theNH
Association of Chiefs of Police to conduct a thorough management review and
community needs assessment of the Danbury Police Department. This is a non-
lapsing appropriation. (Recommended by Budget Committee; recommended by
Selectmen.)
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9. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,000.00 to be placed
in the PoliceDepartment Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommendedby Budget Commit-
tee $3,000.00; recommended by Selectmen $2,000.00.)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,000.00 to be placed
in the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by Budget Committee; recom-
mended by Selectmen.)
11. To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate thesum of$15,000.00 tobe placed
in the Fire Department Radio Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
12. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 to be placed
in the Records Preservation Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by Budget Com-
mittee; recommended by Selectmen.)
13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate, from the Unreserved Fund Balance, the
amount of $1,250.00 to be placed in the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund. This
money represents theproceeds from the sale ofthe old rescuevehicle. (Recommended
by Budget Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
14. To see iftheTown willvote to raiseand appropriate thesum of$5,000.00 tohelp defray
the operating costs of the Danbury Community Center. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
15. To see iftheTown willvote to establish a PlanningBoard Capital ReserveFund for the
purpose ofconservation and preservation; authorize the Selectmen to disburse funds
without further action at Town Meeting and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100.00 to be placed into this fund. (Recommended by Budget Committee; recom-
mended by Selectmen.)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00 for the
purchase of a fuel tank with appropriate pump, hookups, etc., for the Highway
Department. This is to be a non-lapsing appropriation. (Recommended by Budget
Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 for the
continued monitoring of the old Highway Garage underground tank site. (Recom-
mended by Budget Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
18. To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for the
purchase of a paper trailer for use at the Transfer Station. This is to be a non-lapsing
appropriation. (RecommendedbyBudget Committee; recommendedby Selectmen.)
19. To see if the Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New Hampshire
General Court: "Resolved, New Hampshire's natural, cultural and historic resources
in thistown and throughout the state areworthy ofprotection and, therefore, the State
ofNew Hampshire should establish and fund a permanent public/ private partner-
ship for the voluntary conservation of these important resources." (By petition.)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00 for a
Municipal Geographic Information System (GIS), a computer-based software pack-
age that wiU allow citizens, town boards and staff to view and analyze mapped data.
It will provide access to layers of information such as soils, slope, water resources,
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roads and parcel datamappedby the Cartographic Association and information from
the statewide database for the purpose of planning and pollution prevention. (By
petition—^not recommended by Budget Committee; recommended by Selectmen.)
21. To see if the people of the Town ofDanbury will vote to abolish the building permit
ordinance requirement. (By petition.)
22. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance that "any person in the Town of
Danbury, not within the jurisdiction of the State ofNew Hampshire, without license
or permit, may keep, hold, possess, store or deposit as many motor vehicles whole,
pieces or parts, intended or not for use on a public roadway, as that person may deem
necessary for any reason, with only two requirements:
(1
)
That the motorvehicles,whole, pieces or parts,be screenedbynatural orman-made
screening so that they cannot be seen other than by air view. Such screening must be
a minimum of 8 feet high, not to exceed 12 feet high.
(2) That the fluids be removed or monitored as not to leak any chemical or hazardous
material onto or into the soil. (By petition.)
23. To see if the Town will vote to amend the height Ordinance adopted on
March 14, 1987, to read as follows:
Height Ordinance: No building or structure, or part thereof, shall exceed thirty-
five (35) feet in height as measured from the high point thereof to the average
natural orgraded permanent ground level atthe wall ofthe structure nearest to the
below said high point provided however that this provision shall not apply to
television and radio antennas, lightning rods, cupolas, steeples, chimneys, utility
poles or parts ofbuildings designed exclusively for agricultural uses, whose height
shall not exceed one hundred (100) feet in height.
24. To see iftheTown will vote to authorize a moratoriumon approval ofbuildingpermits
for telecommunications towers pending completion of a three-month study by the
Town Planning Board and their proposal of comprehensive and spedfic telecommu-
nications ordinanceswhichshaUbe considered at a subsequentSpecialTownMeeting.
25. To see if the Town will vote to aufliorize the Town Plaiming Board to tnunediately
organize and conduct a three-month study of the Town's telecommunications
requirements in order to propose comprehensive and spedfic telecommunications
ordinances which shall be considered at a subsequent Spedal Town Meeting.
26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Plaiming Board to immediately
organize and conduct a three-month study of the Town's land use requirements in
order to propose comprehensive and specific Land Use Ordinances which shall be
considered at a subsequent Spedal Town Meeting.
27. To fransact any otiier business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given unto our hands this 28th day of February, 2000.
Selectmen of Danbury
Steven D. Gordon, Chairman
James M. Larkin
Alfred S. Reed
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Bell Atlantic & ATT
Business Management Systems
Newfound Computers - Y2K checkup
Kearsarge Shopper
Blazing Star Grange - Calendar
New England Business Services - Checks
Salmon Press
Steve Gordon - Copy Reimbursement
NH Municipal Association - Dues
NH Assessing Officials Dues
Office Supphes
Philatelic Fulfillment Sec - Stamped Env.
Postmaster, Danbury




Rockhurst College - Windows Seminar
Christie Phelps, Mileage Reimbursements
NH Assessing Officials - Seminar Fee
Total Executive
TOWN ADMINISTRATION
Christie Phelps, Admin. Assistant
Total Town Administration
TOWN MEETING
Matthew Denton - Moderator
Sylvia Hill - Town Clerk
F. M. Piper Printing - Town Reports
NHMA - Moderator Workshop
Total Town Meeting
TOWN CLERK
Margaret Barnett - Deputy Town Clerk
Sylvia Hill - Town Clerk Salary & Fees
Bell Atlantic & ATT
Business Management Systems
NH Town & City Clerks Assoc. - Dues
Sylvia Hill - Supply Reimbursement
Quill Corporation
Postage
State of NH - books
National Market Reports
Stark & Sons Machining - Dog Tags, etc.
Newfound Computer Service
Workshops & Conventions
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Town Clerk Change Fund 100.00
Total Town Clerk 12,397.35
VOTER REGISTRATION
Linda Sargent - Supervisor of Checklist 87.50
Louise Huntoon - Supervisor of Checklist 87.50
Dorothy McGonnigal - Supervisor of Checklist 87.50
Sylvia Hill - Checklist Update 50.00
Salmon Press - Advertising 49.20
Kwik Copy - Voter Registration Cards 138.10
Kearsarge Shopper - Advertising 41.50
Total Voter Registration 541.00
ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
Lorraine Wason - Ballot Clerk 68.75
Margaret Quinn - Ballot Clerk 68.75
Sylvia Hill - Town Clerk 100.00
Douglas Manufacturing - Voting Booths 383.57
Total Election Administration 621.07
CENSUS/VITAL STATISTICS
Sylvia Hill - Vital Statistics Update 20.00
Total CensusA^ital Statistics 20.00




Total Trustees of Trust Funds 225.00
AUDITING
Leo Zaccaria - Auditor 150.00
Total Auditing 150.00
TAX COLLECTION
Margaret Barnett - Deputy Tax Collector 274.00
Sylvia Hill - Tax Collector Salary & Fees 9,972.00
Bell Atlantic & ATT 365.89
Business Management Systems - Support 742.00
Sylvia Hill - Reimbursement for Printing 20.00
NH Tax Collector's Assoc. - Dues 20.00
Sylvia Hill - Supply Reimbursement 8.67
Quill Corporation 208.94
Postmaster, Danbury 129.85
Sylvia Hill, Postage Reimbursement 262.17
Philatelic Fulfillment Center 549.20
Stark & Sons Machining - Supplies 42.91
Newfound Computer Service - Printer 125.00
Sylvia Hill - Mileage 50.00
Workshops & Convention Expenses 334.50
Tax Collector Change Fund 100.00
Total Tax Collection 13,205.13
TREASURER
Christie Phelps, Treasurer 1,000.00
Total Treasurer 1,000.00
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TREASURER
Christie Phelps, Treasurer 1,000.00
Total Treasurer
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Mango Security Systems 20.00
Galls, Inc. - Equipment 955.82
Riley's Sport Shop 1,743.05
State of NH - Surplus Equipment 10.00
Neptune Uniform 680.25




Route 104 Auto Repair 111.^1
Dead River Company 271.78




Christie Phelps, Admin. Assistant 2,391.51
Betty Egge, Admin. Assistant 3,000.00
Total Police Department 58,683.41
AMBULANCE
Newfound Ambulance Service 5,070.00
Total Newfound Ambulance Service 5,070.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Bell Atlantic & ATT 465.53
Public Service of New Hampshire 1,039.78
Cartographic Associates - Copy of Map 5.00
Johnson & Dix Heating Oil 723.39
Lakes Region Two Way 409.72
Irving Oil Corporation - Gasoline 261.85
Valley Fire Equipment 7,042.00
Anton Enterprises 3,963.43
Reimbursement to Danbury Volunteer Fire
Department for Paid Expenses 3,587.76
Fire Tech & Safety 2,412.50
Puffco, Ansul Silvex Classes 619.51
Total Fire Department 20,530.47
FOREST FIRE CONTROL
State of NH Surplus - Equipment 323.63
National Firefighter Corporation - Equipment 170.05








Bell Atlantic & ATT 527.48
Franklin Regional Hospital 50.60
A. J. Yuskaitis 278.00
NH Occupational Health Alliance 175.50
Alltex Uniform Service 2,379.28
Public Service of NH 652.11
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James Lowe - Calcium Chloride
James Phelps - Sand and /or Gravel
Alvin Currier - Sand and/ or Gravel
Carl Huntoon - Sand and /or Gravel










Cartographic - Map Copies
Lakes Region Two Way
Littleton Regional Hospital
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INTEREST - TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE
New London Trust 3,191.83
Total Interest - Tax Anticipation Note 3,191.83
WARRANT ARTICLE - RESCUE VEHICLE
Rocky Point Fire District 15,000.00
Total Rescue Vehicle 15,000.00
WARRANT ARTICLE - PLANNING BOARD MAPS
Cartographic Associates 1,675.00
Total Planning Board Maps 1,675.00




Total Tank Monitoring 11,285.81




Concord Monitor - Bid Advertising 55.53
Christie Phelps - Postage Reimbursement 13.79
Steve Gordon - Printing Reimb. Specifications 174.28
Calvin Opitz - Architect 4,000.00
Phelps & Huntoon Builders 25,000.00
Total Highway Garage 30,530.14
WARRANT ARTICLE - FUEL TANK PROJECT
Johnson & Dix 2,400.00
Spectrum Analytical 816.00
Total Fuel Tank Project 3,216.00
TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVE
Records Preservation Cap. Reserve 2,000.00
Fire Dept. Radio Cap. Reserve 5,000.00
Total Transfers to Capital Reserve 7,000.00
Appropriation Expenditure Total 629.481.77
NON-APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURES
Newfound School District 878,725.55
New London Trust - Tax. Anticip. Notes 430,000.00
Merrimack County 105,367.00
Overpayments Refunded 7,624.84
Bank Service Charges 631.00
Taxes Bought by Town 1 1 7,744.58
Merrimack County Registry of Deeds 593.35
Deductions for Returned Checks 3,334.64
Vital Statistics Reporting 353.00
Appropriations held over from 1998 3,445.00
Total Non-Appropriation Expenditures 1,547,818.96
Total Expenditures Made 2,177,300.73
Note: Total Expenditures Made should coincide with Total Expenditures reported under Treasurer's Report (page 19).
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DANBURY PLANNING BOARD
1999 Report
The Danbury Planning Board thanks everyone who has taken time to
attend our meetings and hearings, and to share thoughts and ideas with us,
both in person and by sending us letters and clippings, and even original
poems. All of our activities are open to the public, and everyone is invited to
attend; notices and agendas are posted at the Town Hall, the Post Office, and
the stores.
The Planning Board met fourteen times in 1999. The board participated in
three "preliminary conceptual consultations" with property owners, provid-
ing technical assistance to familiarize them with the Danbury subdivision
requirements; it approved one subdivision of a single parcel into three, and two
requests for lot line adjustments. The Planning Board continued work on the
Capital Improvements Program (CIP); the annual CIP hearing for 1999 was
held in February; and two hearings for the 2000 CIP took place in November.
At Town Meeting the voters approved the board's request to continue the town
mapping process, but the proposed Land Use & Zoning Ordinance did not
pass. The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC), the NH Municipal
Association, the NH Office of State Planning, and many other state agencies
and organizations provided much appreciated technical advice and assistance
throughout the year.
Phyllis J. Taylor again served as a Commissioner of the Lakes Region
Planning Commission. Phyllis was re-elected Treasurer of the LRPC, and
continued to serve on the LRPC Board of Directors and the Commission's
Transportation Committee. As in previous years, she donated her mileage and
travel expenses for the benefit of the Planning Board and the town. Nancy
Schoeller did not run for re-election, and Debra Phelps was elected to the open
position. Dale Cook and Eddie Luke Phelps continued as alternate members of
the Planning Board; alternate Craig Campbell resigned; and Steve Whitman
became a new alternate. Secretary Albert Hopkins generously volunteered
significant and time-consuming civic service, to fill the vacant clerk position;
and Christie Phelps and Sylvia Hill were a constant source of cheerful support
and excellent assistance.
The Planning Board congratulates the Blazing Star Grange #71 for propos-
ing and winning a $10,000 " Rails to Trails" grant for the Danbury section of the
Northern Railroad recreational trail. Some of the Planning Board members
took part in an October work session to kick off the project. Planning Board
members also participated in documenting the Grange & Community Fair for
the U.S. Library of Congress "Local Legacies" project, as part of the library's
200thanniversary"Bicentennial" celebration. Danbury's project, sponsored by
Rep. Charles F. Bass, is one of only five New Hampshire projects selected as a
"Local Legacy."
During the year. Planning Board members attended twelve different
planning, land-use, and legal workshops sponsored by the Lakes Region
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Planning Commission, the NH Municipal Association, the NH Office of State
Planning, the NH Association of Conservation Commissions, the Citizens for
NH Land and Community Heritage, and others.
At the annual meeting of the Lakes Region Planning Commission, the Dan-
bury Community Center—^with special recognition for Leo Zaccaria—^was hon-
ored with a LRPC award for "Architectural Restoration & Preservation in a New
Use." The Planning Board's proposals for a study of alternate access to Ragged
Mountain Ski Area from Route 104 (to relieve congestion on Ragged Mountain
Road), and a safety design study for the "Town Common" intersection of Routes
4 and 104, North Road, and High Street, continued to be included in the Lakes
Region Transportation Plan (inclusion in the plan is a first step toward eventual
funding through the NH Department of Transportation). LRPC has also selected
sixteen environmental resources throughout the region for special recognition,
and two of the sixteen are in Danbury: the Danbury Bog and the Danbury
Meadows. This is a great honor for our town! We greatly appreciate the excellent
support, encouragement, and recognition that Lakes Region Planning Commis-
sion provides for the town, and highly value LRPC, its staff and services. It is
especially important to us now that there are so many challenges from outside the
town that make it harder to keep the rural character we value in Danbury.
A research report. The Economic Impact of Open Space in New Hampshire,
states that even with the most conservative calculations, agriculture, forestry,
tourism, recreation, and second homes (but not year-round residences) to-
gether "contributed $8.2 billion per year to the New Hampshire economy in
1996/97. This amounts to over 25% of New Hampshire's gross state product.
The open space economy is larger than the whole tourist industry and it is
second only to manufacturing in terms of both income and employment. With
an estimated $891 million in state and local revenue generated, the open space
based economy provided over 35% of the total state and local tax revenues in
1996 / 97. The 5,625,000 acres of open space in the state contribute an average of
over $1,500 per acre in total state income."
According to the Master Plan, if the developable land in Danbury were
built out, allowing two acres per housing unit, there could be over 5,000 more
houses, and almost 10,000 more people for the town to accommodate. Since
residential development pays less in taxes than it costs in services and school
expenses, taxes would go up, not down, as studies all overNew Hampshire are
demonstrating. In contrast, open space saves taxes, and literally grows the
state's economy.
With this in mind, the Planning Board encourages voters to support setting
up a "Conservation and Preservation" capital reserve fund at Town Meeting.
It would allow the town to respond quickly for receiving any gifts and
matching grants that might become available in the future.
The Planning Board recommends that voters approve a warrant article
urging the State of New Hampshire to estabUsh and fund a permanent public/
private partnership for voluntary conservation of natural, cultural, and histori-
cal resources. This petition article does not involve any local expenditures; its
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purpose is to show support for the New Hampshire Land and Community
Heritage Program sponsored by a bipartisan group of state senators and
representatives, which is being considered by the Legislature. If the program
is estabhshed, it would provide matching funds for local, regional, and state
projects.
The town will also have an opportunity at Town Meeting to consider
adopting a municipal Geographic Information System (GIS), a computer-
based program that would give residents, landowners, and town boards and
staff more productive use of the town maps prepared by Cartographic Infor-
mation Associates, along with training and full access to the statewide geo-
graphic map and database housed at the University of New Hampshire.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda Ray Wilson, Chair
Danbury Planning Board
DANBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
When it became time to sit down and summarize the year just ending, it
was difficult not to reflect back to much earlier days. When I first became Police
Chief in 1978, we operated out of our home with the barest essentials for
equipment. Our expenditure for 1978 was $5,034.69, responding to 381 com-
plaints and a total of 1385 Calls for Service.
We have progressed over the years, overcoming many detractors and ob-
stacles, because of the professionalism, dedication and persistence of those sworn
to protect and serve, and the assistance of many members of this community.
It is difficult to please everyone, but that is not the primary objective. Our
mission is to provide the best, most professional and humanistic police force we
can to the members of the community. There is a human side to most every
problem we address and understanding and compassion must remain an
integral part of law enforcement.
I suspect that if re-elected this year, the March Town Meeting of the year
2001 will probably be my last to serve as Police Chief. My greatest disappoint-
ment has been, and is today, our inability to find a dedicated individual with
the ability to meet the statutory requirements to come on board now and avail
themselves of the opportunity to train and take over when I retire.
In the meantime, I implore you to attend the PublicBudget Meeting andTown
Meeting and to familiarize yourself with the Department's plan for the future.
Dale, Jean, Norm, Christie, Betty and I thank you for the opportunity to
serve you.
Stephen J. Corsetti, Chief
Danbury Police Department
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY
DANBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Of the 8621 communication contacts (total phone calls, radio communica-
tions and personal contacts) to the Danbury Police Department, 4333 resulted
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DANBURY VOLUNTEER FIRE & EMS
COMMISSIONER'S AND CHIEF S REPORT
1999 was another busy year for us. Our search for a new rescue ended in
Rocky Point, NY. It was there that Fire Lieut. Jon Johnson found us a used Type
III rescue on a 1994 Chevrolet one-ton chassis with only 42,000 miles on it. Itwas
placed in service in early October.
Due to the continual increase in auto accidents and traffic within our town
the department began a campaign last year to purchase hydraulic auto extrica-
tion tools. These tools are often referred to as the "Jaws of Life." We are
currently attempting to acquire funds to purchase these items. It is our goal to
purchase them by the end of this year.
We would like to thank all the people who attended our annual firemen's
turkey supper. Thanks to your contributions it was a great success. Additional
thanks go out to all people who sent private donations. The above mentioned
moneys were placed into the Firemen's Fund to be used for special projects and
equipment purchases such as the hydraulic tools. Last year, money from this
fund was used to help equip the new engine and purchase an ice rescue suit.













Good intent calls 2
Downed power lines 7
Rope rescue 1
It is to the personnel of the department that we give our greatest thanks.
Without their dedication and countless hours of service it would be impossible
to meet the growing needs of our community. Again in 1999, as in years past,
no calls went unanswered.
To report a fire or medical emergency CALL Z^ JlJL
Lloyd A. West, Commissioner
Robert B. Ford, Commissioner
Phyllis M. Wiggin, Commissioner
Merton E. Austin, Chief
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BELKNAP-MERRIMACK
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
1999 Summary of Services to Danbury Residents
Service Units of Service Houseliolds/Persons Total Value
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM
Packages - 169 Persons - 14 $ 3,716.31
CONGREGATE MEALS
Meals - 309 Persons - 44 $ 1,850.91
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES
Meals - 162 Persons - 27 $ 486.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE
Applications - 28 Persons - 65 $ 12,066.67
SUPPLEMENTAL ENERGY ASSISTANCE
Applications - 11 $ 1,100.00
MEALS-ON-WHEELS
Meals - 1,244 Persons - 6 $ 7,675.48
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN
Vouchers - 128 Persons - 11 $ 4,928.00
NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR
Grants-2 Persons-7 $ 300.00
FAMILY PLANNING
Visits - 22 Persons - 12 $ 1,317.60
GRAND TOTAL: $ 33,440.97
Information and Referral: CAP provides utility, landlord / tenant, legal and
health counseling as well as referrals for housing, transportation and other life
concerns. These support/ advocacy services are not tracked.
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BRISTOL COMMUNITY SERVICES
Bristol Community Services is a nonprofit organization providing services
to area residents, facilitating neighborly help. We receive no government
funding. It is dependent upon Thrift Shop revenues and the generosity of area
churches, civic organizations, businesses and individuals. Community Services'
existence and healthy growth is proof that a rural area can go far in helping its
own, and that concerned citizens working together with a common goal can
contribute significantly to improving the welfare of the whole community.
The board of directors meets the second Wednesday of the month in
January, March, May, June, July, September, and November. Council meetings
are held following the board meeting and are made up of volunteers represent-
ing the various towns in the service area. A strong commitment to the neighbor
helping neighbor philosophy sustains Bristol Community Services.
Volunteers are always needed and can be of assistance providing transpor-
tation, assisting the director with office responsibilities, working in the thrift
shop, and serving on the executive board and the council.
1999 was a busy year at the Bristol Community Services with the organiza-
tion providing 74 individuals in 24 households in Danbury with assistance from
the food pantry. Other assistance was provided to Danbury residents in the form
of referral services, telephone reassurance calls. Secret Santa Program, food and
gasoline vouchers, and transportation to doctors' offices, hospital appointments,
and area businesses, as well as assistance through the Bristol Community
Services Salvation Army Unit. Newfound Area residents received 139 Thanks-
giving and Christmas food baskets as a result of the generosity of many.
Respectfully submitted,
Deborah Farmer, Executive Director
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
LRPC, with a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap,
Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack Counties, is one of nine regional planning
agencies established by state statute. We continued to have a very busy year,
LRPC was called upon many times each day to provide local technical advice
and to respond to requests for service. Our goal remains to provide support and
leadership to the region, its governments, businesses and citizens.
A few of our accomplishments over the past year that affect Danbury are
as follows:
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where
practicing attorneys provide a legal perspective on local planning, zoning
and other municipal issues.
Performed research on the Lakes Regional Scenic Byway Corridor Man-
agement Plan, a guide for local communities interested in maintaining or
enhancing the qualities of a scenic byway.
Completed an assessment for a regional household hazardous waste
collection center.
Completed the 1999 update to the Regional Transportation Improvement
Program.
Completed the second year of community outreach that sought priority
natural, cultural and historic resources in all communities. Over 1300
features have been identified.
Maintained the Regional Census Data Center, a database of regional
demographic and socioeconomic data on the region, state and U.S.
Coordinated the 14th annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection.
Provided communities with information on National Flood Insurance
Program.
Enhanced LRPC's Web Site, www.lakesrpc.org.
In cooperation with NHDOT, the LRPC assumed a major role in conduct-
ing an extensive traffic data collection program in all area communities.
Convened two citizen educational workshops, one on the location of
cellular towers, and the other on preparing and implementing a successful
community survey.
Initiated research on regional, commercial, industrial and residential de-
velopment needs.
We look forward to serving Danbury in the future. Feel free to contact the
LRPC at 279-8171 for additional information or whenever we can be of
assistance.
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KEARSARGE AREA COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.
1999 Annual Report
Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc. (KCOA), a nonprofit volunteer-based
organization, is now in its 7th year serving people 55 years and older in nine area
towns: Andover, Danbury, Grantham, Newbury, New London, Springfield,
Sunapee, Sutton and Wilmot.KCOA's mission is to provide services and programs
to enhance the health, well-being, dignity and independence of senior adults.
InJanuary our office and Program Centermoved from 12NewportRoad to the
Baynham's Building at 180 Main Street, New London, offering more space and
lodge type atmosphere conducive to many new programs: "In Stitches" (crafts).
Yoga, Bridge, (contract and duplicate). Photography and Arthritis Exercises. In
addition, we continue our weekly Computer Classes, Paint w/ Peers, Quilting,
Woodworking, Chair Exercises and Tai Chi.
Off-site programs continue to grow in popularity. Outdoor Recreation For
Seniors (ORES) meets every Tuesday for a wide variety of outdoor activities. Bus
trips havebecome very popular. Eight day-long trips and one over-night trip were
filled to capacity. Our library series, supportedby a grant from theNew Hampshire
Humanities Council and held at the New London Tracy Library, was well
attended. "Conversations with Lunch," in New London and the Danbury Senior
Center Luncheon, provide interesting speakers, great food and sociability to all
KCOA members and friends.
KCOA services continue to contribute to the quality of life and independence
ofmembers needing assistance. Dial A Ride for transportation, Mr. Eix It for small
home repairs. Friendly Visitor for companionship. Telephone Reassurance for
daily support and Resource and Information service for community, county and
state assistance. A monthly newsletter. The Courier, is sent to members to keep them
informed of all activities and current information. There is no charge for this
publication.
As 1999 draws to a close, Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc. celebrates the
success of another year. Our nine community membership has grown to 1,630
people and our 334 caring volunteers provided assistance to 1,060 clients.
At a recent town meeting, Ann Ponder, President of Colby Sawyer College, said,
"Let'sdomore good thanwehave to do." Herquote captures the spirit of334 volunteers.
These dedicated people donate their time and talent serving the needs of the seniors in
our nine communities. They truly are the heartbeat of our organization.
We are grateful for the continuing financial support from our nine area towns,
donors to our annual fund drive, foundation grants, the sponsors ofour newsletter
and individual clients. We also appreciate the support given to our periodic fund-
raising events such as the SKIT production and our yard sale during 1999... Thank
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UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
UNH Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County residents with
research-based education and practical information, enhancing their ability to
make informed decisions that strengthen youth, families and communities,
sustain natural resources, forests, wildlife and agriculture, and improve the
economy.
Merrimack County residents benefit from county and statewide Extension
programming. Among these many local and state efforts are monitoring water
quality in our lakes and rivers, reducing the use of pesticides, parenting,
television and educational programs, 4-H and youth development programs,
land use management, food safety, forest stewardship, family finances, meet-
ing the needs of low income families, strengthening our communities, devel-
oping a strong volunteer base through our local Advisory Council, Master
Gardeners, Coverts Project, Family Focus parenting volunteers and 4-H lead-
ers, and providing research-based information to citizens.
In January UNH Cooperative Extension will open the new Family, Home
& Garden Education Center located in Manchester. The center will have a toll-
free InfoLine staffed by Master Gardeners. The InfoLine will handle questions
and requests for information on a wide range of everyday issues concerning
home horticulture, water quality, indoor and outdoor pests, indoor air quality,
backyard livestock, recreational ponds, nutrition, food safety, family finances
and youth development for more information call 225-5505.
Community efforts include after-school programs, teen assessment projects,
land use management planning, wellness teams, town office visits, master
gardeners, and working with schools on maintenance of landscaped areas. We
have a resource notebook in your town library.
The staff in Merrimack County includes these Extension educators: Peg
Boyles, Judith Bush, Debbie Cheever, Nancy Evans, Tim Fleury, Kathleen
Jaworski, Debbie Luppold, John Porter, David Seavey, Marilyn Sullivan and
three support staff.
Visit our office located at 315 Daniel Webster Highway, Boscawen (right
next to the Merrimack County Nursing Home). We're open Monday-Friday,
8 A.M. until 4 P.M. Call us at 225-5505 and 796-2151 or find us on the web at
http: //ceinfo.unh.edu
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BRISTOL COMMUNITY CENTER
1999 Report to the Town of Danbury
The staff oftheBCC wishes everyone a Happyand HealthyNew Year. This year
has been great at the BCC. We had a new ceiling and lights installed in Tapply Hall
and the nursery school room. This has made a tremendous difference.We had some
major furnace problems this year and had to have these attended to. We would like
to thank Shirley Yorks for the wonderful landscapingwork that she has done on the
outside of the building. She has put in endless hours and made the outside of the
building a place to be proud of. We also thank Doug Lamos for the time he put in
repairing the stone wall in the front of the building.We are in the process ofapplying
for grants and fund-raising money to fix the outside wall of the archery range to stop
the leaking we have experienced in the downstairs for many years.
The BCC has been a busy place with record numbers attending our programs
in 1999.We added a Pre-Camp OpenHouse Program to assistworking parents.We
continue to offer our Teen Open House Program on Tuesday evenings with a
growing number of teens attending each week to play pool, basketball, ping pong,
computers or watch movies. We have also begun a Cooking Time during this
program where the teens can cook a meal to serve all participants. Also new this
year was Yoga, Beginner Wrestling, Ballroom & Line Dancing, Acting Programs
and Guitar Lessons. During the course of a normal week at the BCC over 1,000 people
come through our doors for the many programs offered.
Danbury residents participated in many programs offered during 1999. They
were offered archery, baseball, basketball, dances. Teen Open House, After School
Open House, karate. Junior High basketball, baseball & softball, umpire clinics.
Red Cross First Aid & CPR, hunter safety. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Tot Time, Share,
volleyball, summer programs. Haunted House, Ghost Walk, Easter egg hunt.
Father & Daughter Valentines Dance, Carnival Queen, Jack Frost & Miss Snow-
flake, soccer, gymnastics, TOPS, Tai Chi, craft classes. Senior Citizen lunches and
trips, Santa's Village, yoga, softball pitching climes, acting classes, wrestling, guitar
classes, dance classes and more.
We want to thank the Newfound Area School District for their continued
support of theBCC and its programs.We hold many ofour programs and practices
at the local schools to accommodate our growing numbers. We are now using the
BridgewaterHebron Village School for ourbasketball program and it is a wonder-
ful fadlity to have available for the kids and adults. Our soccer program has more
than doubled in the last few years. We are grateful for their appreciation of the
importance of recreation in the Newfound area.
In ending, the BCC wishes to thank the many Danbury volunteers who have
donated their time and energiesbyworking in our sports leagues, helpingwith our
Haunted House, Santa's Village and our numerous other fund-raising and youth
activities. Thank you all! We couldn't do it without you.
Respectfully submitted,
Leslie Dion, Director of Recreation
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required
before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are required for any open
burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the burning
will be done. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by
fines of up to $2,000 and /or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999
season Forest Rangers were busy assisting communities with suppression of
difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers have also investigated
numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest fire
laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any
questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at
271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression, preven-
tion, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was a challenging but safe year
for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe drought conditions
throughout the spring and summer months combined with residual effects of
the 1998 Ice Storm, resulted in a dramatic increase in wildland fires. In addition
to burning in excess of 452 acres, 35 structures were also impacted by wildfire.
Wildland fires in the urban interface is a serious concern for both landowners
and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their structures by maintaining
adequate green space around them and making sure that houses are properly
identified with street numbers.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and
3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in
the quick response from local fire departments. This is a critical factor in
controlling the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and
suppression costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside
burning.
Remember Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires !
!
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1999 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported through December 10, 1999)
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DANBURY COMMUNITY CENTER
The Danbury Community Center has recently completed its first full year
of operation and what a year it has been! We have seen the loss of our first
director, Ms. Lynn Baker and the arrival of current director, Mrs. Debbie
Phelps. We have continued with some of the old programs and have begun
several new ones, learning as we grow!
We have provided space for, or hosted, the following programs: aerobics,
martial arts. Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon, child craft nights, adult craft
nights, visit with Santa, line dancing, teen dances, monthly senior luncheons,
weekly tot time for preschool children and providers, flu shot clinic, movie
night. Off Highway Recreation Vehicle safety course, EMT/ First Responder
course, after school drop-in program for 5-12th grade students, after-school
child care for elementary students, seminar on wills. Historical Society meet-
ings, asthma clinic. Lion's Club health van training, Christmas cookie swap,
fireman's thank you dinner, anniversary parties, baby and bridal showers and
funeral receptions. We have also co-hosted, with the Danbury Recreation
Committee, and provided space for, the Winter Carnival, the summer recre-
ation program and the Halloween haunted house.
Community support continues to be our lifeline. The annual fund drive
raised over $6,000 and along with private foundation donations we were able
to maintain operation through the first year. We will continue to build and plan
new programs and events for all ages. We all have one more thing to be proud
of in Danbury, and with your support we can look forward to many more
successful years of operation.
Respectfully submitted,
Audrey J. Pellegrino Co-chair
Amy Sue Shepard Co-chair
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1999 DANBURY SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM
Amidst the many changes in this summer's recreation program was the
expansion of the program to five days per week and the extension of hours for
before and after program daycare. This allowed working parents the opportu-
nity to make use of the program by being able to bring children in earlier in the
morning. I am most thankful for the collaboration that took place between the
town's two joint efforts (recreation program and community center) to ensure the
quality growth and development of the town's children. We also added a
number of staffmembers in order tobe able to divide the children into age groups
with activities designed for each level. Having the help of these staff members
was absolutely paramount to the program's success. The use of the community
center's basement also increased the success the program found this year.
We made good use of our budget, continuing with swim time at the Inn at
Danbury (thanks ever so much. Inn at Danbury). We also purchased prizes to
reward good behavior. Other activities included making our own books,
building go-carts, hiking down the railroad tracks, seeing Snozv White and the
Seven Dwarfs, putting on a play—our version of Toy Story, hiking up Ragged
Mountain and visiting Wellington State Park.
My staffmembers learned how to work with many children at once, and we
put a lot of effort into creating a quality option for Danbury' s younger residents
during the summer. I believe we have accomplished this goal. I have enjoyed
the last three years. Whoever takes over the reins in 2000, 1 am sure will take the
program even further. Thank you to all who have supported and /or taken part
in this endeavor. It is most appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Diana Schoeller, Director
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LAKE SUNAPEE REGION
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION AND AFFILIATES
Over the last decade health care delivery has evolved from a system where
each component of care—physician, hospital, nursing home or home care
—
operated in its own world, often isolated from the other, to a highly integrated
world where the skills of many providers and an abundance of new technolo-
gies are organized around the needs of a specific patient. During this same
period, health care organizations have struggled to meet the needs of all
customers and remain innovative because of the stifling effects of government
regulations and reduced reimbursement.We are entering an exciting era where
we have tremendous opportunities to provide medical care to individuals and
families due to advances in drug therapy and in disease management and
prevention, butwe must do this in a way that cost-effectively demonstrates best
practice and achieves quality outcomes.
Relationships are at the core of what will make us successful in the future.
Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association is affiliated with New Lon-
don Hospital and Capital Region Health Care. These relationships help us
access clinical expertise, purchase cost-effectively and provide a continuum of
care for you as a health care consumer. We also have a relationship with Colby-
Sawyer College in which we provide clinical experiences for nursing students
and our staff has access to laboratory facilities for education. Relationships
with local schools, the Council on Aging and other community resources help
us to respond to the needs of those for whom we provide care. This year we
have implemented a Community Council with representation from the towns
we serve. This group is an additional vehicle to bring us information about the
health care needs of the community and to take information about our pro-
grams back to the community. Finally, and most importantly, we have wonderful
relationships with people in the community, whether they be Trustees, em-
ployees, the many people and businesses who donate time or gifts, or patients
and their families.
To meet its mission of providing high quality home health care services
that support the dignity and independence of people in this community. Lake
Sunapee Region VisitingNurse Association has invested heavily in technology
and in education over the past year. Technology allows us to collect critical
information about patient outcomes and costs; and also allows us to bring
clinical tools, such as very portable ECG machines, to your home that assist
your physician in caring for you. As hospital stays become shorter, and more
illnesses are treated on an outpatient basis, it is very important that our staff
receives education in areas like intravenous therapy, cardiology, pain manage-
ment and complex wound care.
Stewardship is a value taken seriously at Lake Sunapee Region VNA. In
addition to charity care provided each year by the organization, there are a
number of other community benefits including:
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Bereavement support groups and home visits for adults and children
Hospice volunteer training
Medication assistance and preventive dental care for needy children
Blood pressure and other screening clinics and health fairs
Weekly Parent-Child Support Group
Clinical experience for nursing and certified nursing assistant students
Community education programs on CPR, First Aid, preventive health care,
parenting and others
Participation in local career days
Meeting room space for outside groups
Participation on state-wide health planning groups
Vaccines at cost or free of charge for adults and children
Storage and distribution of food for the Kearsarge Food Pantry
Christmas program for needy families
Administration of the Lifeline personal response program
Speaker's Bureau
During the past year. Lake Sunapee Region VNA provided many services
to residents of Danbury. Our Home Care program provided 874 visits to 16
individuals. Our Hospice program provided 77 visits to 2 residents. Lifeline
Personal Response System service was provided for 4 residents. Our Long-
term Care program provided 361 hours of care for 3 residents. Immunizations,
including flu vaccines, were provided for 32 residents. Maternal and Child
Health services included well-child and dental clinic care for 9 children; and
newborn/postpartum care for 1 family.
This year more than 7 staff and volunteers residing in Danbury helped us
provide care and services for our patients and families or served on our Board
of Trustees or Community Council. All of those people, and especially the
patients and families we've served, are grateful for the continuing support of
the Town of Danbury.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Steel, President and CEO
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